Production: Raquel Vidal

Music: Heezen

Tatiana Clavel, Inés Belda and Santi de la Fuente

Choreography and interpretation: Olga Clavel,

https://vimeo.com/126530811

Production: clavel y león

Original music: le Mute (uri canalías)

Stage design: Raúl León

AMAGATALL
“Hidden Place” is our second work for
families. It has had a great success in
Spain, where we have performed it more
that 30 times. Fantasy, magic and a complex set of video projections make this
work a beautiful experience.

https://vimeo.com/33532862

Production: Raquel Vidal

Original music: Heezen

Stage design: Tatiana Clavel, Raúl León (video and animation) and Sergio
Membrillas (drawings).

Lights: Hipólito Patón

Chorography and performance: Olga Clavel and Santi de la Fuente

Through our own experiences we review
the link between body and moving picture within our practical research ﬁeld: the
contemporary performing arts. From initial experiments based on the use of body
image as a mediation between performer
and spectator to our current position
where we recover the relation between
image and body as a dialogue between
the artist and his/her body memory.

Direction: Tatiana Clavel y Santi de la Fuente

Link trailer: https://vimeo.com/71675113

https://vimeo.com/67753909
Lights: Diego Sánchez

Chorography and performance: Olga Clavel

FANTASMATA
Direction: Tatiana Clavel

Esvaït (Fade) occurs in somewhere between
reality and ﬁction. A seemingly normal family (if normal can refer to a family living in a
caravan with nothing to do all day) sees how
its organization vanishes through the invasion
of their dreams, frustrations, fears, hopes and
disappointments, which are sticked to their
bodies.

ESVAÏT
20 minutes.

Direction and performance: Santi de la Fuente

LLADRUC

Direction: Tatiana Clavel y Santi de la Fuente

“Bark” is a short solo about the feelings
that Europe evokes these days. The bull
and young Europe are used to describe
the situation of millions of Europeans
who do not feel proud of their continent
anymore.

They have participated in several competitions but they have not won
any. Their works have been programmed in festivals such as L’Obert
Dansa, Mostra de Peces Curtes, Marató de l’Espectacle i Festival Visual
i Sonor (Barcelona), Dansa a Elx (Alicante), Dansa València, Tensdansa
(Terrassa), Periferias (Huesca) and FestivALT (Vigo). Their international
experience includes their participation in Quinzena de Dança Almada
(Portugal), Les Repérages de Lille (France), Tanec Praha (Czek Republic)
and InShadows (Portugal) besides the choreographic ateliers at Rio de
Janeiro (Brasil) in 2012 and Munich (Germany) in 2013.

Qualsevol means “anybody” when referring
to people or “anything” when referring to
options, things and so on. We deal with
the experiences of those who have tried to
change their life moving from their original
place to some other but they have found
plenty of people trying to prevent it. Qualsevol was premiered the 19th of June, 2014.

QUALSEVOL

Direction: Santi de la Fuente
Dancers: Inés Belda, Lorena López, Olga Clavel,
Joaquín Collado / Albert Garcia and Santi de la Fuente
Music: Raúl Fuentes
70 minutes

La Coja Dansa came to life at the Altea Arts College in 2000 and went
professional in 2004. From then, they have created more than 10 long
works, many short ones and several site-speciﬁc pieces. Some of their
works have been selected to tour around Spain thanks to the program
Danza a Escena.

They have been deﬁned as ironic, funny and absolutely on their time.
Outlandish as a sense of obligation (not by vocation), La Coja is
interested in the search for a new dramaturgy for dance, as well as in
the use of audiovisual media as a choreographic element.
Contact:
http://dancefromspain.feced.org/la-coja-dansa/
www.vimeo.com/lacojadansa
+34 669514173 (Santi de la Fuente)
santi.lacojadanza@gmail.com
tatiana.lacojadanza@gmail.com

Contact:
http://dancefromspain.feced.org/la-coja-dansa/
www.vimeo.com/lacojadansa
+34 669514173 (Santi de la Fuente)
santi.lacojadanza@gmail.com
tatiana.lacojadanza@gmail.com
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